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We consider a two-component Bose-Einstein condensate in two spatially localized modes of a double-well
potential, with periodic modulation of the tunnel coupling between the two modes. We treat the driven quantum
field using a two-mode expansion and define the quantum dynamics in terms of the Floquet Operator for the
time periodic Hamiltonian of the system. It has been shown that the corresponding semiclassical mean-field
dynamics can exhibit regions of regular and chaotic motion. We show here that the quantum dynamics can
exhibit dynamical tunneling between regions of regular motion, centered on fixed points ~resonances! of the
semiclassical dynamics.
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Since the first experimental realization of a Bose con-
densed gas of atoms in 1995 @1#, there has been considerable
interest in the properties of Bose-Einstein condensates
~BEC’s!. Here we are interested in the properties of a BEC
confined to the two spatially localized regions of a double-
well potential, and subjected to periodic modulation in such
a way that the tunnel coupling between the two wells is
periodically modulated. In this way it has been shown that
the semiclassical mean-field dynamics can exhibit regions of
chaotic motion @2,3#.
The primary goal of this paper is to develop an under-
standing of the quantum dynamics, beyond mean-field
theory, of a dynamical system in a classically chaotic regime.
In particular, we seek quantum features of the dynamics of
strongly driven BEC’s that are not obtained in mean-field
theory. Over the last two decades there have been numerous
studies of nonlinear systems with a finite number of degrees
of freedom; a topic that is often referred to as ‘‘quantum
chaos,’’ see for example Refs. @4,5#. In this paper, however,
we attempt to address the quantum dynamics of a driven
quantum field. In the mean-field limit, an effective classical
field ~a system of an infinite number of degrees of freedom!
is used to describe the condensate. The response of the sys-
tem to external periodic forcing would then be described by
the driven Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In the hydrodynamic
limit the mean-field description would look very much like a
forced nonlinear fluid dynamics model @6#. A similar system
of equations also arise in periodically modulated nonlinear
optical fibers @7#. Even without external time-dependent
forcing nonlinear field equations of the kind considered here
exhibit dynamical instabilities leading to a host of interesting
phenomenon for both the integrable case ~e.g., solitons! and
the nonintegrable case ~e.g., turbulence! @8,9#. The response
of condensates to forcing can encompass a large variety of
physical situations including vortex formation in response to
stirring @10#, and rotating condensates in an anisotropic trap
@11#. Adhikari @12# recently conducted a numerical study, in
mean-field theory, of two coupled condensates with modula-
tion of the trap frequency and also modulation of the nonlin-1050-2947/2002/65~3!/033623~7!/$20.00 65 0336ear term due to hard sphere collisions. Gardiner et al. @13#
considered a BEC in a modulated periodic potential.
We will consider two condensates with a tunnel coupling
periodically modulated in time. In a fully quantum treatment
the dynamics is given by a nonlinear equation for the field
operator. We do not know, in general, how to deal with such
systems. In this paper, we adopt the usual method of a finite-
mode expansion, which effectively reduces both the classical
and quantum systems to systems with few degrees of free-
dom. Even at this crude level of approximation, however, we
can find fundamental differences between the mean-field pre-
dictions and those of the quantum description.
In this paper, we focus on two tunnel-coupled BEC’s in a
double-well potential, including the nonlinear self-energy
term, with periodic modulation of the tunnel coupling. A
similar model has recently been studied by Abdullaev and
Kraenkel @3# in the mean-field limit. They also included
modulation of the energy difference between the two con-
densates as well as dissipation. They showed that, in mean-
field theory, the system could exhibit chaotic oscillations of
the relative population difference between the two wells. Re-
cently, Elyutin and Rogovenko have treated a periodically
driven double-well model via the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
@21#. There are many studies of a BEC in a time-independent
double-well potential @14–20#. We will use the model of Ref.
@18# that is valid for small condensates ~few atoms, i.e., N
,1000!, where one expects quantum departures from mean-
field theory to be more significant. We make a two-mode
approximation for the double-well system @18,22,23#, with
weak interwell tunneling. As particle number is a constant of
the motion at zero temperature, we can use an approach
based on the two-mode bosonic realization of the SU~2! al-
gebra. We use the Schro¨dinger picture and an angular-
momentum model for the quantum system in SU~2! dynam-
ics. We find a parameter regime in which an initial atomic
coherent state tunnels from one fixed point ~resonance! to
another. This behavior is analyzed from a Floquet state per-
spective and reveals an interesting feature of parity of the
Floquet operator eigenstates.
The many-body Hamiltonian is specified in Sec. II, and
our two-mode approximation to it is given. Section III out-©2002 The American Physical Society23-1
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for the two-mode system. The semiclassical and quantum
results are discussed in Secs. IV and V, respectively, fol-
lowed by our concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN
The many-body Hamiltonian for an atomic BEC confined
in a potential V(r,t) is given by @24#
Hˆ ~ t !5E d3rF \22m cˆ †cˆ 1cˆ †V~r,t !cˆ 1 U02 cˆ †cˆ †cˆ cˆ G ,
~1!
where m is the boson mass, U054p\2a/m measures the
strength of the two-body interaction and a is the s-wave scat-
tering length. cˆ †5cˆ †(r,t) and cˆ 5cˆ (r,t) are the Heisenberg
picture creation and annihilation operators of particles at po-
sition r. V(r,t)5Vx(r)(11e cos vDt)1Vy(r)1Vz(r), and e
,1. V(r,t) is a time-dependent potential, parametrized by
the modulation strength e, and the driving frequency vD .
Throughout this paper e50 implies nondriven dynamics and
e.0 corresponds to driven ~modulated! dynamics.
We will follow the model of Ref. @18# in which the trap
potential is taken to be a symmetric double well in the x
direction and harmonic in the y ,z directions,
V~r!5b~x22q0
2!21
1
2 mv t
2~y21z2!, ~2!
where v t is the trap frequency in the y-z plane and where b
gives the strength of the confinement in the x direction. The
potential has stable fixed points at r151q0x, r252q0x
near which the linearized motion is harmonic with frequency
v05q0(8b/m)1/2. For simplicity, we will set v t5v0 . The
length scale is set by the rms position fluctuations r0 in the
ground state of the harmonic potential near the fixed points;
r05A\/2mv0. In terms of this parameter the barrier height
separating the two wells may be written as B
5(\v0/8)(q0 /r0)2.
We assume the potential is such that there are two nearly
degenerate single-particle energy eigenstates below the bar-
rier and expand the field in terms of two localized single-
particle states ud(r) at each stable minima,
ud~r!5u0~r2rd!, d51,2, ~3!
where u0(r) is defined to be the normalized single-particle
ground-state mode of the harmonic potential near each stable
fixed point rd , each with energy E0 . The details can be
found in Ref. @18#. The energy eigenstates of the double well
may then be approximated as symmetric ~1! and antisym-
metric ~2! combinations of the localized states with energy
eigenvalues given in first-order perturbation theory by E6
5E06\V/2, where the energy-level splitting determines the
tunneling frequency and is given by
V5
3
8 v0
q0
2
r0
2 exp@2q0
2/~2r0
2!# . ~4!03362As discussed in Ref. @18# the validity of the two-mode ap-
proximation requires V/v0!1.
The effect of the modulation is to directly modulate the
parameter b so that it becomes b(11e cos vDt). This has two
important effects; it modulates the harmonic frequency
around each fixed point and it modulates the tunneling fre-
quency, so that these quantities become time dependent
v0(t),V(t), where
v0~ t !5v0A11e cos vDt , ~5!
V~ t !5V0~11e cos vDt !expF2 q022r02 ~A11e cos vDt21 !G .
~6!
The two-mode approximation then results in the following
Hamiltonian @18#:
Hˆ 2~ t !5\v0~ t !~c1
†c11c2
†c2!1
\V~ t !
2 ~c1c2
†1c1
†c2!
1\k~c1†!2c121~c2†!2c22, ~7!
where
cd~ t !5E d3rud*~r!cˆ ~r,t !, ~8!
and similarly for cd(t), d51,2. c1† ,c1 , and c2† ,c2 are cre-
ation and annihilation operators for atoms in the local modes
in wells 1 and 2, respectively. The remaining parameters in
the Hamiltonian are as follows: k represents the particle-
particle interaction and V(t) measures the tunneling rate of
atoms between wells 1 and 2. We will assume that the system
remains in a total number eigenstate, with eigenvalue N. We
first note that we will be interested in modulation frequencies
that are of the order of the unmodulated tunneling frequency,
vD’V0 . The condition for the validity of the two-mode
approximation then ensures that vD!v0 . We can then re-
place the first term in the Hamiltonian by a slowly varying
number \v0(t)N , which has no influence on the quantum
dynamics. The temporal modulation of the second term,
which is responsible for tunneling, has a strong influence on
the dynamics as we show.
If e is small enough we can approximate the modulated
tunneling frequency by
V~ t !’V0~11e cos vDt !exp@2ge cos vDt# , ~9!
where g5q0
2/(4r02). While e may be small we cannot nec-
essarily claim that ge is small. We may expand the approxi-
mate expression for V(t) using Fourier series,
V~ t !’V0~11e cos vDt ! (
n52‘
‘
In~2ge!e2invDt, ~10!
where In(x) is a Bessel function. In general, we see that the
direct modulation of the potential leads to a nonharmonic
modulation of the tunneling frequency. In what follows we3-2
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quency, and consider the time dependence of V(t) to be
simply
V¯ ~ t !5V0~11e cos vDt !. ~11!
While we have assumed that e is small, this constraint is not
as strong as one might expect. When we study the ratio of
the approximate modulated tunneling to the complete expres-
sion given in Eq. ~6!, V¯ (t)/V(t), we find that for appropri-
ate values of q0 /r0 , the ratio is close to unity even for values
of e as large as 0.3. Henceforward, we will assume the sim-
pler harmonic modulation of V(t)5V0(11e cos vDt).
The separation of the higher excited states from the nearly
degenerate ground states is of the order of v0 . The validity
of the two-mode approximation requires that V0!v0 , and
we assume that the driving frequency is of the order of the
tunneling frequency. The driving frequency is very far from
resonance with higher excited states of the double well and
we can continue to make a two-level approximation when
the modulation is present. Of course when the tunneling and
the modulation is slow, the interesting dynamics will occur
on a long time scale and one may legitimately ask if dissi-
pation should not be included. In this paper, however, we
will neglect the effect of dissipation and focus only on the
nonlinear quantum dynamics. Our results are thus strictly
only valid for zero temperature. The validity of an expansion
in terms of localized single-particle states places a restriction
on the atomic number @18#. We are thus only concerned with
very small condensates at temperatures low enough that the
noncondensate fraction, and the resulting dissipation, can be
neglected. It is only in this regime that quantum ~rather than
semiclassical! nonlinear effects in driven BEC’s could be
observed.
Using the generators for SU~2! dynamics,
Jˆ x5
1
2 ~c2
†c22c1
†c1!, ~12!
Jˆ y5
i
2 ~c2
†c12c1
†c2!, ~13!
Jˆ z5
1
2 ~c1
†c21c2
†c1!, ~14!
the two-mode Hamiltonian may be written as
Hˆ 2~ t !5\V~ t !Jˆ z12\kJˆ x
2
. ~15!
It is worth nothing the symmetry of this Hamiltonian under
parity reflection of Jx→2Jx . The dynamics of this two-
mode system are greatly simplified by this symmetry.
The operator Jˆ x represents the difference in atom number
between wells 2 and 1 while the total number of atoms is
given by c1
†c11c2
†c25N11N25N . As a consequence of
number conservation, the operators of Eqs. ~12!–~14! have a
Casimir invariant given by03362Jˆ 25
Nˆ
2 S Nˆ2 11 D . ~16!
Jˆ y and Jˆ z are of no particular significance for our present
purposes and are not considered further.
III. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In Ref. @18# the mean-field equivalent of the two-mode
approximation used here was shown to result from a moment
factorization ansatz in the Heisenberg equations of motion.
In effect this is equivalent to a classical two-mode approxi-
mation for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. We start by using
the Heisenberg equation of motion to find the time evolution
of the three operators in Eqs. ~12!–~14!. Using the familiar
commutation relations @Jˆ i ,Jˆ j#52iJˆ k , we obtain three equa-
tions of motion for the operators Jˆ x , Jˆ y , and Jˆ z ,
dJˆ x
dt 52V~ t !J
ˆ y , ~17!
dJˆ y
dt 5V~ t !J
ˆ
x22k~Jˆ zJˆ x1Jˆ xJˆ z!, ~18!
dJˆ z
dt 52k~J
ˆ yJˆ x1Jˆ xJˆ y!. ~19!
We transform these Heisenberg equations of motion into a
semiclassical system of equations by taking the expectation
value of the above equations and factorizing operator prod-
ucts such as ^Jˆ xJˆ z&5^Jˆ x&^Jˆ z&. This leaves us with classical
numbers in place of the Jˆ operators. We make the identifica-
tion Si5(Jˆ i)/N , i.e., we scale the Jˆ equations by the total
number of atoms N. We now write down the semiclassical
system of scaled equations,
S˙ x52V~ t !Sy , ~20!
S˙ y5V~ t !Sx24kNSxSz , ~21!
S˙ z54kNSxSy , ~22!
with the usual constraint to the sphere,
Sx
21Sy
21Sz
251/45S2. ~23!
We identify three real variables Sk , corresponding to the
operators Jˆ k ,
Sx5
1
2 ~b2
*b22b1*b1!, ~24!
Sy5
2i
2 ~b1
*b22b1b2*!, ~25!
Sz5
1
2 ~b1
*b21b1b2*!, ~26!3-3
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of the second quantized annihilation and creation operators
cd . These real variables Sk can be shown to represent the
following physical parameters, NSx represents the difference
in atom number between wells 2 and 1, NSy represents the
momentum of the condensate, and NSz represents the popu-
lation difference between the global symmetric and antisym-
metric modes of the confining potential @18#.
IV. SEMICLASSICAL DYNAMICS
While we can imagine a vector tracing out some trajec-
tory on the surface of the sphere, see Fig. 1, it is convenient
to make a stereographic projection of the dynamics onto a
two-dimensional plane.
We use a stereographic projection of a sphere onto the
plane z51/2 via the transformation,
n5
Sx1iSy
1/21Sz
. ~27!
Using the definitions a5Re(n) and b5Im(n) we write
a5
Sx
1/21Sz
, ~28!
b5
Sy
1/21Sz
. ~29!
Setting l5kN/V0 , we rewrite the system of Eqs. ~20!–
~22! as
a˙52S 11e cos vDV0 t D b24l a
2b
11a21b2 ,
b˙ 5S 11e cos vDV0t D a22la 12a
21b2
11a21b2 , ~30!
where we have scaled the time t by V0 and we set vD
51.37 V0 . The equator of the sphere is mapped to the unit
circle in ~a ,b! phase space due to our choice of radius (r
5 12 ) for the sphere and the position of the wells are mapped
to ~61,0!.
FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating construction of the stereographic
projection from a sphere. Points 1 and 2 represent the positions of
the two wells that constitute the double-well potential we are mod-
eling. p is a point on the sphere projected to the point P on the
plane. a and b are the coordinates in the plane, as defined in the
text.03362For e50, i.e., V(t)5V0 , the system ~30! is integrable. If
l,1/2, the only feature is a center at the origin. At l
51/2, the origin undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation creating
two stable centers, which for l.1/2 have position
a5S 2l212l11 D
1/2
b50, ~31!
and are surrounded by a ‘‘figure 8’’ type separatrix. The in-
tegral curves for this system are
c~a ,b !5
~11a21b2!2
~11a21b2!12la2 . ~32!
On the separatrix c51, for c,1 solutions to Eq. ~32! lie
inside the separatrix and for c.1 they lie outside.
Figure 2 shows the phase plane for e50, illustrating the
integral curves. If we consider starting in one well, say (a
511, b50), then for l,1, complete population oscilla-
tions between the wells occur @18#. At l51 we find the
separatrix intersects the centers of the wells and complete
oscillations no longer occur. As l increases beyond 1 ~larger
N, i.e., more atoms! the solutions of Eqs. ~30! become local-
ized near the fixed points of the phase plane. This is known
as self-trapping. Physically, this can be interpreted as an in-
crease in the self-energy with particle number that modifies
the effective single-particle potential of the system and re-
duces the single-particle tunneling @18#.
A very similar model with harmonic driving is considered
by Elyutin and Rogovenko @21#. In that paper they find fixed
points and a separatrix for their model analogous to the fixed
points and separatrix in the model treated here. They con-
sider the break down of the regular phase space due to the
overlap of resonances, and show tunneling between the clas-
sical fixed points of the semiclassical phase space. We go a
step further here in that direction, first, to analyze the dynam-
ics of fixed points of the Poincare´ map ~resonances! and
initial conditions localized on those semiclassical resonances
and second, to analyze a full quantum description.
FIG. 2. Phase-space plot of the semiclassical dynamics showing
period-1 fixed points and separatrix. e50.0 and l51.6.3-4
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For e.0 the modulated tunneling rate V(t) gives rise to
resonances. Outside the separatrix, a resonance will appear
when there is a rational ratio between the driving period and
the period of motion of the system on a given integral curve.
We know on a particular integral curve c(a ,b), the system
period is given by
Tsys~c ,l!5
4K~k !
Aw12w2
, ~33!
where K(k) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
k25(22l2w2)/(w12w2) and w1 ,w2 are given by
w65
2~2l21 !6A~2l21 !218l~c21 !/c
2 . ~34!
In particular, the integral curve given by Tsys(c ,l)
52pV0 /vD is resonant, breaking up under perturbation to
give two stable period-1 resonances that for t50 lie on the
momentum axis. These can be seen in the Poincare´ section,
t50, mod(2pV0 /vD), which here is simply a stroboscopic
map taken at tn5n(2pV0 /vD). In such a stroboscopic map,
see Fig. 3, the resonances appear as fixed points. They lie
outside the separatrix, which has been replaced by a ‘‘chaotic
sea,’’ and are distinct from the two period-1 fixed points
nearer the origin. For vD /V0.1, here it was taken as 1.37,
these period-1 resonances exist for l.@(vD /V0)221#/2.
In order to make a comparison with the quantum dynam-
ics we need to consider an initial classical distribution rather
than a single point, and compute average values of the dy-
namical variables as the distribution evolves in time. The
classical phase-space density ~distribution! we require to
simulate the quantum state must correspond to a system of
points localized on the spherical classical phase space and
should describe the optimal simultaneous determination of
the phase-space variables, that is the components of angular
momentum. These states are known as the SU~2! coherent
states @25# and are defined in Eq. ~40!.
FIG. 3. Phase-space plot of semiclassical driven dynamics
showing period-1 resonances at a561.72,0.0. e50.3, l51.6, and
vD51.37.03362For a quantum state uc&, the distribution that describes the
output for optimal simultaneous measurement of angular mo-
mentum is
P~a!5u^auc&u2, ~35!
where a5eif tan(u/2). If the system begins in an initial
SU~2! coherent state ua0&, the corresponding distribution is
@26#
P~aua0!5F ~11a0a*!~11a0*a!~11ua0u2!~11uau2! G
2 j
, ~36!
where j is the total angular-momentum quantum number.
This is the classical distribution that we sample to compute
the ensemble dynamics. The distribution is normalized with
respect to the spherical integration measure, which in the
stereographic coordinates is d2a(11uau2)21. If we start an
initial distribution of points in a stable resonance island, the
population remains confined by the invariant tori bounding
the island, see Fig. 4. In the following section, we shall see
how the equivalent quantum simulations produce a very dif-
ferent result.
V. QUANTUM DYNAMICS
It is difficult to solve nonlinear Heisenberg equations of
motion so we work in the Schro¨dinger picture using an or-
thonormal basis defined by the eigenstates of Jz , as in Ref.
@18#. Using the familiar angular-momentum notation, we
write our state uc& as
uc&5 (
n52 j
j
cn~ t !u j ,n& ~37!
and substitute into the Schro¨dinger equation to get
i\ c˙n~ t !5 (
m52 j
j
^ j ,nuHu j ,m&cm~ t !. ~38!
FIG. 4. Plot of the weighted mean of semiclassical population
difference ^Sx& and variance var^Sx&, with initial distribution cen-
tered on the resonance a51.72, b50.0. e50.3, l51.6, and vD
51.37.3-5
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we use a Runge-Kutta numerical routine to solve them for
the coefficients cn(t). Given these coefficients we can obtain
the various expectation values ^Jˆ i& and thus the solution of
our model. We once again treat the driven and undriven sys-
tems separately. For e50 we obtain regular collapse and
revival sequences as shown previously in Ref. @18#.
For e.0 the system is described by a time periodic
Hamiltonian. In that case the appropriate description is in
terms of the Floquet operator Fˆ , of the system that maps the
state from time zero to a time exactly one modulation period
later @5#,
uc~n11 !&5Fˆ uc~n !&, n50,1,2, . . . . ~39!
The Floquet map is the quantum equivalent of the classical
Poincare´ section defined in Sec. IV. We obtain the Floquet
Operator in the basis that diagonalizes Jˆ z as follows. Solve
the Schro¨dinger equation over one modulation period of time
T to obtain ucm(T)& for the set of initial conditions
$u j ,m&m52 j ,2 j11, . . . , j21,j%. The solution vectors
ucm(T)& form the columns of the Floquet Operator matrix Fˆ .
In Fig. 5, we plot the mean value of Jˆ x for an initial state
localized on the same period-1 resonance as in Fig. 4. We use
the SU~2! coherent states as the initial localized states. These
are defined on the sphere by @18#
ua&5 (
m52 j
j S 2 jm1 j D 1/2 a
m1 j
~11uau2! j u j ,m&, ~40!
where a5eif tan(u/2), and u and f are the spherical polar
coordinates. For the parameters e50.3, l51.6 it is found
that after 310 modulation periods, the system state appears to
be localized on the other resonance, see Fig. 5. This behavior
is known as dynamical tunneling @27#. Dynamical tunneling
is a different process from the well-known case of barrier
tunneling. There is no energetic or potential barrier. Never-
FIG. 5. Plot of quantum model population difference ^Jx& and
variance var^Jx&, with initial atomic coherent state centered on the
resonance a51.72, b50.0. e50.3, l51.6, N5100, and vD
51.37.03362theless in dynamical tunneling the system exhibits classically
forbidden motion, that cannot be accessed by a classical par-
ticle moving on any trajectory. Dynamical tunneling in a
single-atom system has recently been observed by two
groups @28,29#.
We can understand the tunneling in the following way.
The Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations about the z axis,
i.e., operations of eipJ
ˆ
z leave the Hamiltonian unchanged.
Thus the Floquet states, by the nature of their construction
must fall into two sets, corresponding to the eigenvalues of
eipJ
ˆ
z
. These two sets contain vectors of odd and even parity.
Let uc2& be a state localized on one of the period-1 reso-
nances with coordinates ~21.72,0!, while uc1&, is localized
on the other period-1 resonance, ~11.72,0!. These states are
related by a rotation of uc2& by 6p about the z axis,
eipJ
ˆ
zuc1&5uc2&. ~41!
As the Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations of p around
the z axis, the eigenstates of the Floquet operator fall into
two parity classes defined by this rotation. If the initial state
is well localized on one of the period-1 resonances, it will
tend to have maximal support in a two-dimensional subspace
spanned by two particular Floquet eigenstates of opposite
parity. We label these two simultaneous eigenstates of Fˆ and
parity as uf6&, where eif6 are the corresponding eigenval-
ues of the Floquet operator. We then write the ‘‘negative’’
and ‘‘positive’’ localized states, uc6& as a superposition of
these parity eigenstates states, i.e.,
uc1&5k1uf1&1k2uf2&, ~42!
and
uc2&5k1uf1&2k2uf2&, ~43!
where k1 , k2 are very nearly equal and together almost ex-
haust the normalization condition, k1
21k2
2’1.
For complete tunneling we must have, uc1&→uc2&. How
many iterations of Eq. ~39! satisfy this tunneling condition?
Suppose we start in the state uc1& . After n iterations of the
Floquet map we reach the state
ucn&5Fˆ nuc1&5F 1
&
~einf1uf1&1einf2uf2&)G . ~44!
When the relative phase of the two states in this superposi-
tion is shifted by p, the state becomes almost equal to a state
localized in the other period-1 resonance uc2&. This deter-
mines the tunneling time as
nt5
p
f22f1
. ~45!
To find the particular Floquet eigenstates on which an ini-
tially localized state has maximum support, we simply ex-
pand the initial state uc1& in the basis of Floquet eigenstates.
This also gives the corresponding eigenphases and thus the
tunneling time. By this method we find the tunneling time3-6
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ing time of about n5313 evident in Fig. 5.
We expect to see the variance of Jˆ x at a minimum when-
ever the Jˆ x component is most localized around each of the
resonances, which is when the state should be close to a
minimum uncertainty state. At the half way point, a coherent
superposition of two states of equal and opposite mean val-
ues of Jˆ x should occur, and the variance should be a maxi-
mum. This behavior is evident in Fig. 5.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have used a two-mode approximation to
describe the quantum dynamics of a BEC in a double-well
potential with periodic modulation of the potential barrier
separating the two wells. In mean-field theory ~Gross-
Pitaevskii limit! we find, for appropriate parameter values, a
mixed phase space of regular stable motion, associated with
fixed points, coexisting with chaotic dynamics. We have
shown the existence of dynamical quantum tunneling be-
tween period-1 fixed points ~resonances!. This dynamical03362tunneling is distinct from the single-particle tunneling
present in the undriven system and may be interpreted as a
new signature of the quantum dynamics of a nonlinear quan-
tum field.
Double-well potentials similar to those modeled here have
been experimentally realized, see, for example @16,28,30#.
While current experiments are unlikely to be well described
by the two-mode model given here, we expect dynamical
tunneling to be sufficiently robust that an experimental real-
ization of the dynamical quantum tunneling predicted here
can be observed. The recent observation by the NIST group
@29# of dynamical tunneling of a single-particle system in a
modulated periodic potential in fact used a BEC, although
not in a regime where the mean field is significant. It would
not be difficult to modify the experiment so that the nonlin-
ear effect of the BEC would be significant.
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